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Standard Operating Procedures at GHSA/Wallis Gliderport (for GHSA Members) 
Revised June 2017 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

These Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) are for all members in good standing 
of the Greater Houston Soaring Association (GHSA).  

All operations shall be conducted in accordance with FAA Regulations 
 and the Bylaws and SOPs of GHSA 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Greater Houston Soaring Association (GHSA) operates as a 501(c)(3) organization under the IRS code. As such it is subject 
to no federal income tax on nonprofit activities, and can receive tax-deductible donations. To maintain this status, GHSA must 
adhere to the rationale for exemption as stated in its bylaws. It is in this spirit that GHSA promotes the sport of soaring to the 
general public through offering introductory (“intro”) flights as well other educational activities such as an Oktoberfest event in the 
fall, glider displays at other airports / events, and facilitation of Boy Scout aviation badges. 

The GHSA is committed to promoting an active safety culture. It is in this spirit that these SOPs are written and is the expectation 
that all member activities will be conducted in a manner that does not pose a hazard to themselves, to others, or to equipment. 

II. MEMBER PROCEDURES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
 
The purpose of these Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) is to establish procedures that ensure safe and efficient operations 
at GHSA/Wallis Gliderport. 

A. GENERAL RULES 
All members are encouraged to assist in the daily ground and flight operations at GHSA/Wallis Gliderport, even when not 
scheduled for duty.  Please inform the Dispatcher that you are available to help.  Be responsive to ANY tasks that will help 
with daily operations, such as greeting visitors and orienting them to the gliderport’s rules, helping a fellow member with 
his or her volunteer duty, rigging and staging gliders for flight, and helping with the recovery of landed gliders from the 
runway. 

 

B. SCHEDULING 
Every GHSA member is required to volunteer, at least one weekend day per month, for one of the following roles: 
Dispatcher, Ground Crew (3 per day), Tow Pilot (2 per day), Instructor, or Intro Pilot.  (Tow Pilots and Instructors must be 
qualified under the guidelines set by the GHSA Chief Tow Pilot and GHSA Chief Instructor, respectively.)  

Members are required to sign up for their monthly duties on the schedule page of the GHSA website 
www.houstonsoaring.org before the fifteenth day of the prior month. If, by the 15th of the prior month, the Schedule 
officer, or if there is none the Chief Dispatcher, sees openings for duties on that month’s schedule, he or she will call any 
members that have not yet volunteered, and ask that they pick a vacant day and duty for which they are qualified, or 
assign them a duty which will appear on the schedule page of the GHSA website. 

To schedule a GHSA glider or a flying lesson the upcoming weekend, members must call (979) 398-5827 starting on the 
Monday prior, to get on that weekend’s schedule.  Glider rental time-allotments are one-and-a-half hour increments, 
starting at or after 9:00 AM each day.  Each member renting a glider must be at the gliderport 30 minutes prior to the 
scheduled time in order to check in with the Dispatcher and to preflight the glider. If you are not checked in by 15 minutes 
after your scheduled rental time, the Dispatcher has the option to allow another member to fly the scheduled glider. If you 
are going to be late, call the gliderport and inform the Dispatcher of your expected arrival time, and to reset your schedule, 
if possible. When flying, be aware of your time and when the next member is scheduled by checking in with the 
Dispatcher for that day.  

C. RESPONSIBILITIES  

1. DISPATCHER 

a) Required Training  
The Chief Dispatcher shall administer the training for the provisional Dispatcher. The training scope shall include 
the roles and responsibilities of the Dispatcher, proper procedures for radio communications, and the decision 
process for selecting the glider and power traffic landing patterns. The Dispatcher in training shall be trained in 
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conducting a “hard start” at the beginning of the day’s operations, the proper selection of the tow rope to be 
used, the use of the CB radios to communicate with the Flight-line Safety Crew (FSC) in order to minimize radio 
traffic on the 123.50 aircraft operating frequency, the proper logging of the flights in the GHSA flight logging 
program, and the procedures for closing out the day’s operations.  

b) Duties – Daily Set Up 
The paramount duty of the Dispatcher is to ensure safety of the ground operations and the flight operations in the 
vicinity of the Gliderport.  

In addition, the Dispatcher is in charge of managing ground and flight operations on his / her day of duty; 
supervising the day’s operational team, maintaining the flight schedule of gliders, lessons, and introductory 
flights.  The Dispatcher is to arrive at the gliderport before 8:30 am and determine if weather, field conditions and 
equipment “squawks” are such that flight operations may be safely conducted, or to cancel some or all of the 
scheduled flying.  If weather is determined to be unfavorable for the entire day, or key equipment is inoperable 
(e.g. tow planes are down) the Dispatcher must call those scheduled for duty and those scheduled to fly to inform 
them of the cancellation, as soon as practical.   

The club equipment squawks are posted by the club secretary in his or her weekly email or on the club website 
(future) at www.houstonsoaring.org . 

On arriving at the gliderport, the Dispatcher must: 

1. Set up the Dispatcher’s desk somewhere on the porch of the aviation center where the Dispatcher has a 
good view of operations and ideally is out of the wind. The Dispatcher should confirm that the telephone, 
radio, and computer are available at the desk and working properly. The Dispatcher should also take the duty 
roster sign-in notebook, the daily membership form notebook, and the metal clip board from the cupboard in 
the Pilot’s Meeting Room to the Dispatcher’s desk; 

2. Write on the white board the flight schedule, the landing pattern, the duty roster, and weather summary, 
and/or display it on the big screen TV in the Aviation Center; 

3. Check for “squawks” on the squawk board (or Secretary’s weekly email to members) and instruct the Flight-
line Safety Crew (FSC1) to ready GHSA gliders scheduled to be flown that day; 

4. Choose a tow rope of proper quality and length; 

5. Have the computer flight logging program loaded in the computer and operational; 

6. In concert with the Tow Pilot and the CFIG decide which traffic pattern will be correct for forecasted wind 
conditions2; 

7. Start daily operations with a “hard start” (see Appendix I for hard start outline); 

c) Duties – During Flight Operations 
During flight operations, the Dispatcher must make sure that: 

1. Only gliders ready for immediate flight are positioned in the Staging and Launch Area (SLA); 

2. An FSC member is available and alerted to assist members with towing their gliders to the SLA; 

3. Qualified members only are assisting the FSC; 

4. Visitors are informed about the gliderport restricted areas; 

5. Student pilots have the proper endorsements in their logbooks for solo flights; 

6. FSC members are alerted to retrieve landing gliders off the active runway as soon as possible; 

7. If available, a FSC member can be dispatched to assist tow pilot with refueling towplanes; 

8. Only GHSA members operate the ground vehicles; 

9. Pilots know the current landing pattern in use; 

10. Accurate records of tows / pilots / times (launching and landing) / release altitude are recorded; 

11. FSC members stay alert to all hazards and observe rules; 

12. Gliders not ready for flight are moved out of the launch area; 

13. At the Dispatcher’s discretion, gliders can be launched outside of the SLA3; 

                                                           
1 Formerly known as “ground crew”. 
2 Throughout the day, the Dispatcher, Tow Pilots, and glider pilots need to be aware of the wind and the current traffic pattern. See the attached diagram for details. 

When flying, monitor 123.5 for advisories. The Dispatcher is responsible for determining the pattern in use. 
3 The Dispatcher may allow the first tow of the day to launch from the hangar area as long as the Runway 18 is the selected pattern. Heavy gliders loaded with water 

can also take off from the hangar if Runway 18 is in use. All other gliders must take off at the designated location adjacent to the Aviation Center when Runway 18 is 
in use or behind the midfield windsock when Runway 36 is in use. 

http://www.houstonsoaring.org/
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d) Duties – After Flight Operations 
After flight operations, the Dispatcher must make sure that: 

1. All flight records and payments are correct and collected; 

2. Ground crews have removed and stored all cushions, ballast/weights, and batteries from GHSA gliders; 

3. Ground crews have properly secured all aircraft; 

4. All ground vehicles are stored and on chargers or are fueled in preparation for next use; 

5. The tow rope has been dropped by the tow pilot and has been inspected while being wound onto a reel; 

6. All operational equipment is returned to proper storage; 

7. All trash and cans are picked up in the Operations area; 

8. Maintenance officers are immediately notified of any problems with equipment or aircraft; 

9. All bunker doors and gates are properly locked and secured. 

2. INTRO PILOT 
GHSA must have Intro Pilots to be able to offer introductory glider flights to the public to maintain its nonprofit status.  

a) Required Training  
The requirements of an Intro Pilot are to be a member of GHSA in good standing and to have a current 
commercial glider pilot rating. 

b) Duties 
The Intro Pilot should have signed up for the daily duty well in advance, to alert the Dispatcher responsible for 
scheduling the day’s activities that the public wishing to take an intro ride will have an Intro Pilot available. The 
Intro Pilot should arrive at least 30 minutes before the scheduled launch time for the flight. 

1. The Intro Pilot is responsible for having the visitor sign the one-day membership form, explaining the 
operations to them, describing the experience of soaring, alerting them of what they are to do if they feel 
nauseous, and making them feel at ease. 

2. The Intro Pilot is also responsible for collecting payment for the demo flight and passing it to the Dispatcher 
so the flight and payment get properly logged. 

3. TOW PILOTS 
The following provides details of the tow pilot's daily duty obligations. All other detailed requirements and procedures 
for tow pilots are covered by the Tow Pilot SOPs as established by the GHSA Chief Tow Pilot and available by 
contacting the GHSA Chief Tow Pilot. 

a) Required Training 
A qualified tow pilot must hold a current private pilot license with a power rating and tail dragger endorsement. 
He / she must also have passed a test that may consist of written and demonstration flying components or 
otherwise meet the approval of the GHSA Chief Tow Pilot. For further detailed refer to the GHSA Tow Pilot 
SOPs. 

b) Duties 
As the duty day approaches, and on the duty day, the AM and PM tow pilots must make the IMSAFE (Illness, 

Medication & Medical Currency, Stress, Alcohol, Fatigue, and Eating) assessment, plus check BFR currency 
and tow pilot currency per FAR 61.69. 

1. Access the on-line tow-plane spreadsheet to determine airworthiness, operational status/squawks of each 
tow-plane and whether an oil change will be required. 

2. Check weather and TFRs, paying particular attention to wind strength and direction. 

3. Make sure the start and ending times, all fuel and oil consumption, number of tows, squawks and operational 
status are recorded in the tow-plane paper logbook and on-line spreadsheet (which can be accessed from the 
PC in the Aviation Center).  

c) Morning Pilot 
1. Complete oil changes and check for leaks as necessary. 

2. Pre-flight the tow-plane as per the operating handbook and clean the windshield. 

3. Inspect the air field for crevasses, holes, and muddy areas to ensure suitability for operations. 

4. Participate in the morning “Hard Start” checklist review with the Dispatcher, Instructor, Flightline Safety Crew 
(FSC) and Intro Pilot. 

5. Confer with the FSC and make sure they are aware of proper launching procedures and signals. 
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d) Afternoon Pilot 
1. Prior to towing, confer with the Dispatcher and morning tow-pilot on the pattern in use, other details of current 

operations and tow-plane status (in particular fuel). 

2. Pre-flight the other tow-plane (if it will be required) as per the operating handbook and clean the windshield. 

3. Make sure hangar doors are properly closed and locked. 

e) End of Daily Operations 
If only one tow-plane is used throughout the day, the following duties are the responsibility of the afternoon tow-
pilot. If two tow planes have been used, the morning tow-pilot must complete these duties for the tow-plane he 
flew prior to leaving the field. 

1. Ensure tow-plane is refueled. 

2. Make sure the tow-plane is properly secured in the hangar. 

3. Make sure the Magnetos & Master switches are off (SLIM check – Switches, Lean, Ignition, Master). 

4. Initiate oil change if required. 

5. Report any squawks to the Towplane Maintenance Officer on the Monday following your duty day. 

4. FLIGHTLINE SAFETY CREW (FSC) AKA GROUND CREW 
The primary duty of the FSC is to assist the Dispatcher with preparing for, conducting, and concluding flight 
operations. Ground crew duty is to be served by a GHSA member a minimum of one weekend day per month unless 
he has satisfied his monthly duty obligation by serving as dispatcher, tow pilot, or demo pilot. Each day of operations 
is to be served by a minimum of two FSC persons but preferably three4. The FSC personnel should arrive before the 
normal 9:00 AM start time for weekend operations. FSC personnel should be prepared to remain on duty until all 
equipment is stored and secured after flying has been concluded. 

a) Required Training 
1. Have completed the “Wing Runner” online course at: 

http://www.soaringsafety.org/school/wingrunner/toc.htm  

2. Received training / orientation specific to GHSA glider launching operations from the GHSA Flightline Safety 
Crew Coordinator. 

b) Duties – Daily Set-Up 
On arriving at the gliderport, the FSC members must: 

1. Sign in on the daily Duty Log. 

2. Assist the Dispatcher with set-up duties. 

3. Help raise the flag as necessary. 

4. Pull out and check all ground vehicles for safe operation. 

5. Check condition of tow ropes on ground vehicles (e.g. golf carts, etc.). 

6. Rig the GHSA club gliders to be used that day per instructions from the Dispatcher with proper batteries (that 
have been load-tested to confirm they are charged), and seat cushions. 

7. Check the glider tire inflation levels and inflate if necessary. 

8. Remove the tie-down ropes from the GHSA gliders. 

9. Clean canopies with cloth towels and the appropriate cleaners5. 

10. Tow only scheduled gliders to the Preflight Area or SLA. 

11. Assist the tow pilot with preparing the tow-plane for duty. 

12. Participate in the “hard start” at the beginning of operations. 

c) Duties – During Flight Operations 
During flight operations, FSC members need to: 

1. Stay alert for aircraft and ground vehicle movements. 

2. Follow the Dispatcher’s directions regarding positioning gliders at the SLA. 

3. Assist private owners with glider assembly and towing their gliders to the SLA, as per Dispatcher’s directions. 

                                                           
4  Note that a minimum of three GHSA members are required to extract or put away a glider in the hangar. 
5 Do NOT use paper towels or “Windex”!--very bad for Plexiglas. Use clean rags or chamois with water, light soap, or an appropriate 

Plexiglas/plastic cleaner. Pledge or “Endust” is good... or any product labeled as a “plastics-safe” cleaner. 

http://www.soaringsafety.org/school/wingrunner/toc.htm
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4. Offer to assist pilots with their positive control checks. Know the proper technique for the checks (e.g. hold air 
brake surfaces so fingers are not pinched, so laminate is not pulled off, etc.). 

5. Always carry a tow rope safety handle and signal paddle (e.g. in the golf cart). 

6. Assist pilots and passengers with getting into gliders and securing their seat belts and canopies. 

7. Make sure glider’s tail dolly and wing dolly are removed once the glider is positioned in the launch area. 

8. Know the correct signals needed by the tow pilot. 

9. Confirm that all visitors are escorted off the active runway. 

10. Confirm that no golf carts are improperly parked where it may interfere with a glider launch. 

11. When acting as a wing runner, make a final DCAPP (Dolly off, Canopy closed and locked, Air brakes closed 
and locked, Personnel & Pattern clear) before calling “Pattern Clear” and turning control over to the glider 
PIC.  

KNOW THE “ABORT TAKEOFF” SIGNAL – DON’T INITIATE LAUNCH IF YOU THINK IT IS UNSAFE! 

12. Assist with refueling of tow-plane if directed by Dispatcher. 

13. Escort visitors onto the active runway only when it is safe to do so. Be sure all visitors are escorted off the 
active runway before the glider launch sequence commences. 

14. Be alert for gliders in the pattern. Be prepared to move the landed glider off the active runway as they land. 
Expedite the movement of landed gliders off the active runway to provide an unobstructed runway for 
subsequent gliders to land.  

15. When driving the golf cart to retrieve a landed glider, travel on the west side of the runway until perpendicular 
to the glider on the ground. This provides an unobstructed space for an incoming glider to land, flying over the 
glider on the ground if necessary. 

16. Unless directed otherwise by the Dispatcher, the FSC should place priority on retrieving landed gliders off the 
active runway before launching other gliders. 

d) Duties – After Flight Operations 
At the conclusion of flight operations, FSC members need to: 

1. Make sure all GHSA gliders are returned to their respective locations and are properly secured. 

2. Remove batteries from GHSA gliders and place them on the battery rack and plug into a charger jack. 

3. Remove all ballast/weights from under cushions. 

4. Assist tow pilot with securing tow-plane. 

5. Place golf carts in designated storage area. Check the battery water levels and refill as necessary with 
distilled water only. Then put golf carts on chargers. 

6. Assist Dispatcher with storing and securing radios, chairs, and other GHSA items in the Aviation Center. 

7. Pick up any trash in the Aviation Center and outside on the ground and put in waste barrels. 

8. Retrieve and fold up the flags. 

9. Put the ballast/weights and tow rope away.  

10. Confirm that the equipment shed is closed and locked. 

11. Sign yourself out on the daily Duty Log. 

12. Assist the Dispatcher with locking up the Aviation Center, fuel pump, and main gate if necessary (be sure to 
roll over the combination tumblers on the locks). 

5. OTHER DESIGNATED POSITIONS 
The GHSA bylaws describe the positions of the elected officials and their duties. In addition, there may be GHSA club 
members appointed to positions with associated functions and duties necessary for the efficient operation of the club. 

a) Elected Positions 
Elections for the following positions are held annually at the February monthly membership meeting. The 
qualifications and duties are described in the club bylaws. 

• President 

• Vice President 

• Secretary 

• Treasurer 

• Designate At Large 

• Safety Committee Chairman 
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Consistent with the club bylaws the Safety Committee Chairman will select the safety committee members. 

b) Appointed Positions 
Appointed positions (which may be subject to a nonbinding vote by the membership) are: 

• Maintenance Officer 

• Chief Instructor 

• Chief Tow Pilot 

• Glider Maintenance Chief (responsible for one or more club gliders) 

• FSC Coordinator 

• Web Master 

• Ad Hoc Flight Operations Coordinator 

III. FIELD RULES – GHSA WALLIS GLIDERPORT (TE71) 

A. LAUNCHING GLIDERS 
Queuing into the Staging and Launch Area (SLA) is at the discretion of the Dispatcher. (See diagrams for designated 
Staging and Launch Areas). No glider should be moved into the SLA until the pilot has conducted his preflight check and 
declared to the Dispatcher that he is ready for takeoff.  If any procedure delays the launch queue, the pilot may be asked 
to return his glider to the Preflight Area. 

Before launching, you, as the glider PIC must: 

1. Check with the Dispatcher for your order of launch. 

2. Perform all preflight checks and a positive control check at your trailer or in the Preflight/Staging area—not in 
the SLA. 

3. Be in the glider with belts secure, radios and instruments (e.g. altimeter) set before the towplane arrives for 
hookup. 

4. If you experience a problem that will delay your launch, have the ground crew assist you in moving your glider 
to the Preflight Area, and notify the Dispatcher immediately. 

5. Be aware of the established gliderport traffic pattern. 

6. Perform a tow hook release check before the first launch of the day for the glider. 

7. Check for personnel, vehicles and other obstructions, excessive rope slack, etc. before signaling takeoff. 

Launching from anywhere other than the SLA is not permitted unless authorized by the Dispatcher with the consent of the 
tow pilot. Launching from the trailer area is strictly forbidden. 

B. AIRPORT TRAFFIC AREA 
Monitor 123.500 at all times. For landing, all pilots should announce their entries into the downwind leg. Tow pilots should 
announce their towing departures as “Wallis traffic, (45 Victor / 42 Juliet) departing (18/36), glider in tow.” Ground crews 
should alert the Dispatcher of gliders on downwind, and to prepare to retrieve them from the runway. The Dispatcher is 
responsible for designating the traffic pattern, based on wind conditions (See Airport Diagram—Wind directions for traffic 
patterns for further details). Should the winds be directly down the runway, gliders will fly a left-hand pattern; tow planes 
fly a right-hand pattern6. This will aid the Dispatcher in observing the landing gliders and communicate with the PIC if the 
gear is not down, etc.  

Entering the airport traffic area, the glider PIC must: 

1. Know which side is established as the downwind leg for glider traffic—contact Wallis ground for information. 

2. Be alert for departing tow traffic and other gliders approaching the gliderport. 

3. Call their downwind entry on 123.500 (ex. “Wallis traffic, five sierra tango entering left downwind for one-eight, 
Wallis”). 

4. Check windsocks for wind conditions. 

5. Be alert for other aircraft established in the pattern—and the towplane on the opposite downwind side. 

6. Set up an approach that will touchdown in a designated LZ. 

7. Be alert for aircraft, people, and vehicles on the ground during final approach. 

8. Be prepared to modify your traffic pattern. 

                                                           
6 This will allow the Dispatcher to observe the gliders in the downwind pattern, to confirm landing gear is down, etc. and to advise of other traffic in 

area. 
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C. LANDING GLIDERS 
Before departing the gliderport, be familiar with the designated Landing Zones—LZs for runways 18 or 36 (See Airport 
Diagram attached). It is up to each PIC to determine which LZ offers the safest area for a touchdown and rollout. If you 
are number 1 to land on either runway 18 or 36, attempt to safely touch down and stop within LZ-A. If you can stop safely 
before passing the SLA start-line, that would be preferred. The objective is to leave as much room behind you for another 
glider that is number 2 to land in LZ-B.    

Your first act is to safely land your glider without endangering aircraft or people in front of you, and to provide another 
glider in the pattern with safe room to land behind you. Most importantly, avoid landing in front of gliders in the SLA launch 
queue.  

In an unusual situation in which too many gliders are on the ground, and you’re not confident you can safely touch down 
in the designated LZs, adjust your flight path and announce on 123.500 you are landing long on the landing side of 
runway. Ground crews should hold up any launch and prepare to retrieve your glider from the runway as quickly as 
practical. 

Upon landing and safely coming to a stop, pilots should call the Dispatcher on the radio requesting retrieval by the FSC 
from the runway. 

D. MOVING AND TOWING GLIDERS ON THE GROUND 
When ground towing a glider to or from the GHSA hangar, or from the trailer area, move to the SLA from within the Pre-
staging or Towing Area. Stay as far to the edge away from the active runways. Be aware at all times of landing gliders and 
towplanes. GHSA members only should be on the active runway performing glider retrieval activities. Nonmember visitors 
are allowed on the active runway only when being escorted by a FSC member where assuring the visitor’s safety is his 
primary duty (and who is not potentially distracted by lending assistance to glider retrieval operations). 

Only GHSA members are permitted to operate ground vehicles—no exceptions! When using a ground vehicle to tow, be 
sure that it is in a safe, operating condition. Make certain the towing rope is of proper length7 and strength, and with a ring 
firmly attached. Failure to assure these items are correct could result in a tow rope snapping while under load and causing 
injury. 

1. HANDLING A GLIDER ON THE GROUND: 
Before handling and turning a glider, make sure you have the room necessary to safely make the maneuver. 

In turning a glider on the ground, the wingtip (preferably both wingtips) should be attended by a wing walker. This 
prevents a wingtip from striking an object during the turn, and also relieves unnecessary load forces on the wings. 

Do not “pull” or “push” a glider from the wingtip position. With another assistant, position yourselves behind the wing’s 
trailing edge near the fuselage, and push forward on the top root section of the wing near the spar location. If 
necessary, rock the glider back and forth to get it moving.  

Try to prevent turning the glider on soft, damp ground. When turning, each wing walker should keep an eye on the tail 
section and tail wheel to prevent them from striking an object. 

When moving a GHSA glider into or out of the hangar, be careful to lift the tail section up when entering or exiting the 
hangar to avoid impact onto the hangar floor or sliding door rails. 

E. TOWING A GLIDER ON THE GROUND: 
1. Before towing, make certain any brake mechanism is not engaged, and tires/wheel wells are clear of obstructions. 

2. Make sure the glider canopy is closed before towing. 

3. Do not tow a glider unless there is a wing walker in place. The wing walker is in charge of the ground tow; vehicle 
drivers need to follow their commands. Keep the towing speed slow and steady. 

4. Avoid towing through mud or water. Be aware of potholes or ruts and maneuver the glider around these. 

5. Once the glider is positioned, make sure the tow rope is released before moving off from the glider. 

6. Occasionally, for reasons of expediency, it may be necessary to rapidly move the gliders from the hangar to the SLA. 
The following methods should be used only with the proper safety reviews and precautions: 

a) Using two golf carts where one is doing the tow and the other is holding the wing should be done only with 
experienced personnel. In this configuration, the golf cart on the wing must “steer” the glider and therefore must 
be aware of the position of the golf cart with respect to the wing and the landing gear wheel. Poor technique can 
result in the wing striking the golf cart canopy support, etc. 

                                                           
7 The tow rope on the golf carts should be longer than half the wing span of the glider to avoid the possibility of the wing striking the golf cart. 
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F. AD HOC OPERATIONS 
Ad hoc flight operations are conducted at the discretion of the members. The requirements for conducting “ad hoc” flying 
are: 

1. The weather must be suitable for soaring. 

2. There must be a qualified tow pilot signed up. 

3. Since there is generally no dispatcher, the tow pilot is responsible for maintaining the daily flight log. Since the tow pilot 
cannot be expected to note the glider landing times, it is the responsibility of each glider PIC to communicate his flight 
times to the tow pilot to help him maintain an accurate daily flight log, particularly if club ships are being rented. 

4. The weekday flying members are responsible for securing all equipment and locking the premises at the end of “Ad 
Hoc” Ops. 

G. CONTEST OPERATIONS AT GHSA 
Part of sharing the fun of soaring is to participate in contests. It is in this spirit that GHSA hosts contests from time to time, 
e.g. the Memorial Day or Labor Day contests held with other area soaring clubs. For these contests, it is the expectation 
that a Contest Director (CD) will volunteer to organize the event and that members will step up to support the CD in 
whatever roles are required to make the contest an enjoyable and safe event. 

As part of the event preparations, the CD will make sure that:  

1. Safety briefings are held before the contest gets underway to communicate to all what the GHSA and contest safety 
procedures are; 

2. At the end of the contest a debriefing is held to capture “lessons learned” regarding where improvements can be 
made in conducting future contests. 
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APPENDIX I:  “HARD START” CHECKLIST 
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Dispatcher Morning “Hard Start” Checklist 
 

All to meet either at the Aviation Center or at the hangar (wherever the first flight of the 
day will take off). 

• Introductions  

o Confirm that the entire day’s crew knows each other’s names. 

• Safety Moment 

o Dispatcher or designee provides a safety topic relevant to the day’s 

activities. Suggested topics: tow rope condition, parking of golf carts, 

maintaining non-essential personnel off active runway unless escorted, all 

gliders to be pre-flighted using a written checklist before moving to flight 

line, wing runner to hold wing underneath rather than on leading edge, 

etc.). 

• Equipment Status 

o Communicate which club gliders are to be used for instruction and 

demos. 

o Which golf carts are operational? 

o What are the “squawks” on club gliders, tow planes, and golf carts? 

• Weather 

o The anticipated wind speed and direction are communicated.  

o Review weather forecast for thunderstorms, wind changes, gusting, etc. 

o Confirm that all know the operational traffic pattern. 

• Operations 

o Review of safety critical checklist for all flight operations crew.  Tow plane 

preflighted with POH checklist, minimum fuel on the gauge before 

refueling, towplane not to be left unattended with engine running, tow 

release check, examination of tow ropes for airworthiness, review of FSC 

prelaunch checklist (DCAPP or other approved list), review of 

responsibility to report/stop anything that may jeopardize safety. 

o The pattern is agreed to and communicated to all. 

o Dispatcher communicates where he wants gliders to launch from, where 

the staging area is, and golf cart parking area. 

o A FSC crew chief is appointed (most experienced). 

o Review of essential segments of the Emergency Response Plan and 

essential SOPs. 
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• Equipment 

o Ground crew vests or shirts are passed out. 

o Dispatcher passes out CB band radios (so communication can occur 

between dispatcher and FSC personnel without occupying 123.500 

aircraft band). 

Mid Day Briefing 
• Briefing Topics 

o Confirm that the PM tow pilot knows all the day’s crew members. 

o AM tow pilot summarizes airplane status (e.g. fuel level, field conditions, 

conditions at altitude, special instructions from the instructor, etc.) to the 

PM tow pilot. 

o Dispatcher apprises PM tow pilot of number of gliders that are currently 

flying, and what the anticipated tow schedule is for the afternoon. 

o Airport traffic pattern is communicated to the PM tow pilot. 

 


